Close enquiry

Close enquiry and signpost
Complainant to appropriate body

If the previous investigation
into the same concerns was
closed at the rule 4 or rule 8
stage, consider whether it
now meets the criteria for a
R12 review

Yes
No

Enquiry received

Is a question raised
about the Dr’s fitness to
practise?

Yes

Is there an open investigation
about the same doctor?

Have the matters raised in
the new enquiry already been
determined by CEs/MPT?

No

Yes, but...

The original case was
closed with no action due to lack of
supporting evidence or another
technicality

Yes
No

Are the new allegations
related to the open case?

Is allegation clear
and involves behavioural
misconduct and/or probity
issues?

No

Promote to investigation unless
the Dr has raised PIC, in which case answer
‘No’ and proceed to next question

Yes

Yes
No

Discuss allegations with Case Officer or
Legal Advisor to establish whether matter
can be included within existing case or
requires fresh consideration

Is the allegation unclear?

Use FI process as set out in the triage
manual to clarify if a PE is needed or if the
enquiry can be closed

Yes

Proceed to Part C of the
guidance to allocate the enquiry to
the appropriate stream
No

Is there independent evidence
potentially available from a third
party to support/refute concern?

Suitable for PE

No

Promote to an investigation

No
Yes

Promote to an investigation

Promote to an investigation
Yes

Yes

Is it a multi‐factorial case
and one of the allegations
meets the threshold for
investigation?

No

Does Dr’s FTP history suggest a
pattern of similar and persistent
concerns about their FTP?

Yes

No

Is the allegation of such
a serious nature that regulatory
action is likely to be required even
if the risk of repetition
is low?

No

Has doctor
raised public interest
concerns or does the info we hold
suggest aspects of the complaint may be
confused, based on a misperception or
there may not be reliable evidence
to support it?

Yes

Proceed to Part C of the guidance

